Personalised English language courses for Diplomats
and the International Sector
Develop your English skills to achieve international success

Quatorial +10 Tutorials per week.
A tailored course of 17.5 Quatorial classes (maximum 4 students in a group) + 10 Tutorials per week
(one-to-one tuition focused on the diplomatic sector), plus workshops aimed at developing students’ critical
thinking skills.

Beyond language teaching

Key advantages of this OISE London programme

- Gain fluency and confidence in oral production
and presentations
- Project a clear and convincing message in English
- Learn techniques for communicating
professionally and comfortably in formal situations
- Suceed at an international level, understanding
idioms, accents and body language
- Improve professional writing skills
- Learn approaches for discussing current affairs
with tact and neutrality

- OISE as a leading UK language group has more
than 40 years of experience in the sector
- Personalised coaching programme tailor-made to the
student’s level
- Whether in a Quatorial or a Tutorial, each session
corresponds to clearly defined objectives
- 32.5 hours per week of the Quatorial Programme
including 10 hours per week of diplomacy-specific
tutorials
- Accommodation available in a superior homestay,
hotel or residence

For any further information, please contact us:
OISE London, 12 Buckingham Street, London WC2N 6DF
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7631 0511 Fax: +44 (0)20 7323 1416

london@oise.com

www.oise.com

English for Diplomats sample course content
Diplomacy and the international world
Building relationships
Attending/taking part in meetings
Analysing and explaining problems and situations
Persuading, convincing and compromising
International relations & intercultural understanding

Workplace life
Teleconferencing/ Telephoning
Delivering speeches and presentations
Emailing
Clarifying and confirming
Degrees of formality in the written word
Interpersonal interaction
Conducting negotiations
Chairing and participating in meetings
Problem solving
Dealing with visitors
Socialising
Describing social & political trends
Pronunciation
Word & sentence stress
Emphasis
Finding the correct tone and register
Diplomacy Skills
Challenging diplomatic interactions
Briefing and dealing with the press
Stalling
Handling difficult questions
Describing change & development
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